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staffbike shootout

Yamaha YZF-R1

P

riced at around the same
level as Greece’s national
debt, it seems a crime to
throw any more money at an R1. So I
was fully prepared to perform a
citizen’s arrest on Beej at Llandow.
Forget Judge Dredd, I am the law.
But then I rode it, and if there’s
one thing the Black Mamba likes
more than talking about himself in
the third person, it’s mods that have a
genuine effect. Take tyres out of the
equation and Beej has lavished the
R1 with the same money as Ginge did
on the SV, the only difference being
the wisdom of each part.
I know from experience that
extracting meaningful power from a
stock R1 requires the injection of one
special part – money. The Yamahas in
BSB will struggle hugely with the new
superstock-type rules because the
cross-plane cranked motor is averse
to releasing good grunt. So trying to
extract this trapped wind – in the
form of a reasonably priced M4
exhaust and Y-piece – is like throwing
good money after bad. Saying that,
more money on other cans can give

moby’s
Right to reply

you a worse return than the M4’s
5bhp peak improvement.
Bazzaz has proved that traction
control needn’t come at BSB-like
prices and in incorporating a fuelling
module and quickshifter into the
package it really does justify its £1100
fitted cost. Power delivery is crisp, the
quickshifter is like a hot cock through
batter and the easily adjusted traction
control is a boon. I’m saying all this
with the Yamaha at flat chat, but I
know it works less well at lower revs.
The throttle blipper is an ace
gadget. I wouldn’t call it essential by
any stretch, but feeling the throttle
blip itself on downshifts was almost a
celestial sensation – if only the Black
Mamba believed…
But my issue with the R1 remains.
It’s always felt too big, too flat and
not focused enough. The motor is
crying out to exploit fast steering,
lithe direction changes and ear to ear
lean but it takes so much coaxing to
achieve this. A pair of rims and some
set-up time would have sorted this,
and pushed the R1 much closer to the
top. Close this time,
but no cigar.
•

This beat is, this beat is,
this beat is Technotronic
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M4 isn’t an obvious choice,
but this can works wonders

I’m rather glad the Mamba enjoyed
the Yamaha, because on track I
reckon it’s mega! After his
Mamba’ness was finished I
managed to get a few laps to finally
test the TC and Blipper on track. I’m
smitten with the Blipper, and it
helps no end keeping the R1’s rear
in line going into a turn, without me
having to rely on my clutch release
skills as usual because the slipper
clutch gives up all too easily. The TC
worked well too, better than I
expected in honesty, curbing excess
throttle on the damp parts of the
track. At almost zero degrees, on
race tyres, by rights I should have
ended up in the gravel but the TC
saw me through. So if you have
this R1 – Bazaaz, Techtronics & M4
– Go Go Go!!!

don’t be
fooled by
Win on

Highlights

Price: £13,528
Mods: £3,138.72
Price/Mods ratio: 23.2%

Sunday, sell on
Monday. The Yamaha WS
B
and BSB bikes are a world
away from stock –
until 2012...

Verdict 8/10

The electronic ensemble really works and the
motor’s a peach. But not even the R10s can exploit
the R1’s BSB winning potential.
+ Crisp motor, ace electronics, R10s
- suspension, weight, low speed control

Bitch, bitch, bitch, whine, whine,
whine - ‘oooh how can we compete
with carbon wheels’. Get over it. Or,
indeed, pick the phone up and get
your own! Are we done? Good.
Right then. I won. Splendid. All
gloating aside though, the ZX-10R,
and specifically this one, is bloody
mint, and deserved to win. Ignore
all the disgraceful shite you may
have read elsewhere in the UK bike
press, this bike is awesome, and if
you spend a few more £s on it, it
can be epic. The wheels define it,
yes, but so does the power-fest
unleashed by the Yoshi. Anyone
who tells you that 180bhp at the
wheel ain’t enough better be
rocking up to a MotoGP grid. My
only failure was not sorting the
soft shock. Ho hum, I won anyway.

Kawasaki ZX-10R
A

nd now it’s time for the big
one – and I’m not just
talking about its owner. The
year of the Mamba’s non
denominational Lord, anno domini
2011, should have belonged to
Kawasaki. Peering above the parapet
to see the German guard let down, it
finally launched its ZX-10R upgrade
to great acclaim. Then Aprilia came
along and pissed on Team Green’s
chips with a heavenly chassis
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King of the curb, and all the
rest of the track, the ZX-10R in
this trim takes some beating

The Kawasaki ZX-10R is certainly a threatening
machine, but at least it’s ridable ”

package and electronics surely
programmed from the man himself.
But at least that gave Moby
something to aim at. After all, if
you’re number one, why try harder?
It’s clear that the big boss is not a fan
of mine. Why else would he send me
out with the just mercury touching
four degrees, on a freshly tuned
180bhp machine on brand new race
rubber? Maybe he was hoping not to
pay my invoice...
Yes, the ZX-10R is a threatening
machine, but at least it’s ridable as
my first forays on track proved. The
motor is just ballistic. It’s sensational
as standard, but here the Yoshi three
44

quarter system extracts power from
every nook and cranny. The crap
coloured tacho can barely keep up,
such is its intent – and ability. A
10bhp gain top end is impressive, but
right across the spectrum of the tacho
is power and torque lurking at the
ready. It may be uninhibited, but it’s
certainly not uncontrolled as the map
is well metered and throttle inputs
executed accurately. The Dynojet
quickshifter gets to work and does its

thing with ease (there should have
been one as standard), meaning that
surge is uninterrupted, until you get
to a corner, that is.
And here’s where Moby pulls out
his perennial trump card – the BST
carbon fibre wheels. Say what you
like about the expense, they don’t
half work. And the faster you go, the
better the improvements get.
Together with the scrubbed in
Bridgestone R10s, corner entry is like
all your birthdays and Christmas’s in
one. Though the suspension is stock,
the feel from the BPF’s at the front is
an exulted one. The rear isn’t as
sophisticated, but at least it has

Kawasaki’s clever and
accommodating traction control
system to fall back on. Excellent
braking, improved looks, stacks of
crash protection and the biggest
hugger you’ll ever see all all combine
to make the best of fleet at the start of
the year, the best on fleet by the end
of it. Stick a fork in it, it’s done.
•

Highlights

don’t be
fo
oled by
Sales figures

. The Fireblade
may have trumped it this
year, but the Kawasaki is
the more focused
bike.

Price: £11,699
Mods: £5,553.29
Price/Mods ratio: 47.4%

Verdict

9/10

Someone needs to race this thing, it’s wasted on
the road. Massive power, awesome control, but it’s
still a bit ugly.
+ mega motor, race rubber, brakes
- Suspension set-up , looks, price
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